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Region type systems are a powerful tool for e.g. pointer analysis and taint analysis [BGH13,
GHL12] for object oriented programs. Extended with effect annotations, they can capture
information about the possible event traces of programs and thus can be used to enforce
programming guidelines [EHZ17, ESX21]. The idea of such a type-based analysis approach is to
infer the type of a program which allows us to verify if the program satisfies certain properties.
The type inference algorithms of [BGH13, GHL12, EHZ17, ESX21] infer a type for a method
from the given types of its arguments. If the method is called with different arguments in
different occasions of a program, then it is analyzed multiple times, one for each invocation.
To avoid analyzing the same piece of code multiple times, we introduce a compositional
inference algorithm. Once a method has been analyzed, the result can be used directly in
the analysis of its caller, assuming that it does not depend on the caller, i.e., it does not
(indirectly) call the caller. The idea is to split the type inference into two steps: (1) Compute
an environment transformation for each method. (2) Derive the type of the targeting method
using its environment transformation. When analyzing a new method, we use the previously
computed environment transformations of the callees rather than fully reanalyzing them as in
previous work [BGH13, GHL12, EHZ17, ESX21]. We explain the idea in more detail.
Types and typing environments For simplicity, we work with a region type system without
effects for Featherweight Java [IPW01] like the one in [BGH13]. A type is a region representing
a property of a value such as its provenance information. For example, we may consider a region
CreatedAt(`) for references to objects that were created in the position with label `. One can
think of the label ` as a line number in the source code. This region allows us to track where in
the program an object originates. Differing from previous work, we do not maintain a global
table of field typing but instead add it into typing environments. For example, the environment
E = (x : CreatedAt(`1 ), CreatedAt(`1 ).f : CreatedAt(`2 ))
means that x points to an object which is created at position `1 and the field f of any object
created at `1 is an object created at `2 .
Environment transformations The type system essentially performs flow analysis. The
execution of a program may change the types of its variables and fields. Therefore, we can
assign it an environment transformation that approximates how the types are updated in the
program. For example, we assign the program
y = x.f ;
x = new`3 C();
the transformation
[y 7→ x.f, x 7→ CreatedAt(`3 )].
It updates the above environment E to (x : CreatedAt(`3 ), y : CreatedAt(`2 ), CreatedAt(`1 ).f :
CreatedAt(`2 )). Note that the substitutions are performed simultaneously.
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Field access graphs Directly using field access paths like x.f as above is problematic, because
the lengths of access paths may be unbounded. The computation of environment transformations
involving such access paths may not terminate. For example, consider a class of linked lists with
a field next : Node pointing the next node. The following method returns the last node of a list.
Node last() {
if (next == null) {return this; }
else {return next.last(); }
}
It would have return type this ∨ this.next ∨ this.next.next ∨ this.next.next.next ∨ · · · ,
expressing that the returned value has the same type of the variable this or the field this.next
and so on. To solve this, we work with access graphs which provide a finite representation of
access paths [KSK07]. For example, the Node class has three access graphs to represent all its
access paths. Therefore, the return type of last() is the disjunction of these three graphs rather
than the above infinite disjunction of access paths.
A theory of abstract transformations With the above ingredients, we now define a notion
of abstract transformation. Like the usual ones, an abstract transformation consists of finitely
many assignments κ 7→ u. The value u is a disjunction of some atoms. An atom is a variable, a
type or a field graph following a variable or a type. The key κ is a non-type atom, as we treat
variables and fields similarly in order to involve field typing in environments. To model how types
are updated in a program, we define the following operations on abstract transformations. We
define the composition of abstract transformations to model type updates in a statement followed
by another and the join of abstract transformations to tackle conditional branches. Moreover, we
instantiate an abstract transformation to an endofunction on typing environments. Assignments
are essentially subtyping constraints [PS91] and the instantiation solves the constraints.
Type inference Suppose we have a table T assigning an abstract transformation to each
method of a program. Then we can compute an abstract transformation for any expression
e of the program by induction on e. For example, when e is an invocation of a method, we
lookup the table T . For any well-typed program, we can compute such a table T for it as
follows. We start by initializing T for each method with the “bottom” transformation, that
is, the transformation whose values are the empty disjunction. For each method, we compute
the abstract transformation of its body, and then update the corresponding entry in T . We
repeat this until no more update of T is possible. This procedure always terminates, because
the update of T “weakens” its entries and there are only finitely many abstract transformations.
To infer the type of a method, we find its abstract transformation from T , feed it with a
typing for its arguments, and then get the type of the return variable from the resulting typing
environment. If we add a new method into the program, we can use T to analyze it as long as
the old methods do not depend on it. In this way, we can reuse the existing analysis results to
analyze new code rather than reanalyzing the whole program and library.
We note that our approach to type inference via abstract transformations is independent
from region types. What essential is the finite lattice structure of types. For example, it also
works for class types of the standard Java type system.
Lastly, we have a prototype implementation of the above type inference algorithm for the
type system of [ESX21] based on the Soot framework [SG]. It takes a Java bytecode program
and a programming guideline as inputs, infers the type and effect of the program, and then
verifies if the program adheres to the guideline.
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